Continuous Risk Assessment,
Made Simple
“Due to the increasing pressures
from external and internal
threats, organizations…need
to have a consistent and
iterative approach to identifying,
assessing, and managing
cybersecurity risk. This approach
is necessary regardless of
an organization’s size, threat
exposure, or cybersecurity
sophistication today.”
– Framework for Improving Critical
Infrastructure Cybersecurity, the
National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST)

Organizations that deal with financial and user credentials, personally identifiable
information (PII), sensitive data, critical systems, or that have shared-access resources
make attractive targets for attackers.
Consequently, cyber security risk management is top-of-mind for the Information
Security (IS), Information Technology (IT), and executive teams at financial and
insurance companies, education institutions, municipalities and utilities, healthcare
providers, and small businesses and enterprises.

Make Sense of Risk

RootSecure’s risk assessment products constantly probe your network, monitor your
connected devices, and test your organization’s social engineering resilience, providing
a quantified, real-time view into your cyber risks and letting you focus your actions.
The RootSecure Dashboard is tailored to your organization’s priorities to help you
make sense of what’s otherwise an overwhelming amount of information. This easyto-use browser-based interface works on any computer, tablet, or smartphone, and
lets you explore your network assets, inventory your software versions, examine
device profiles and behavior, monitor social engineering campaigns, track your risk
management progress, and prepare reports for different stakeholders.
Maybe best of all, our solutions are zero-maintenance: the RootSecure Dashboard is
cloud-hosted, and our products receive automatic software and threat updates.
Find out why leading financial institutions, small businesses, utilities, municipalities—
and other organizations just like yours—trust RootSecure to provide comprehensive,
continuous risk measurement.

Why RootSecure?
Because the biggest risk is not knowing. RootSecure makes sense of risk by:
•
Quantifying the intangible: understand your risks and prioritize your activities
with clear and meaningful numerical scores
•
Continuously assessing threats: continuous risk assessment delivers superior
results more cost-effectively than periodic tests
•
Looking at the big picture: assess risks associated with your networks, devices,
and people by leveraging network scans, on-device agents, and social engineering
campaigns
•
Showing your risk posture: one dashboard tells your cyber risk story, without
overwhelming you with noise
•
Enabling your business: a prioritized list of risks and actions improves
operational efficiency; graphs and charts let you show progress and make the
case for alternative resource allocation
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The RootSecure Portfolio
RootSecure provides a complete portfolio to help you measure your organization’s cyber risk.
RootSecure’s risk assessment products—Reach, Scout, and Echo—continuously test your networks, devices, and people, respectively,
looking for vulnerabilities and securely reporting the findings to the RootSecure Cloud.
The RootSecure Cloud processes the information to create meaningful, easy-to-understand risk scores, and applies machine
learning algorithms for predictive risk management. All the results are shown in the RootSecure Dashboard, a ‘one-stop shop’ for
understanding cyber risk.

RootSecure Cloud

RootSecure Dashboard
Shows the information gathered by Reach, Scout, and Echo, and processes in the RootSecure Cloud

RootSecure Reach

RootSecure Scout

RootSecure Echo

Test Your Networks

Test Your Devices

Test Your People

RootSecure Dashboard: Quantify Your Cyber Risk Posture
The RootSecure Dashboard is a cloud-based security operations center that provides visibility into continuous cyber risk assessment.
By incorporating all meaningful cyber risk indicators from your business, identifying the highest-priority issues, and alerting you to
emerging risks before they grow into problems, the RootSecure Dashboard empowers you to take meaningful, efficient action.
Risk information from your networks, devices, and personnel behavior is analyzed in the RootSecure Cloud, and the clear risk scores
and related information is presented with vivid charts and informative tables in an easy-to-use browser-based GUI.

The RootSecure Dashboard
provides a single interface for
all things cyber risk, delivering
important benefits including:

Comprehensive Risk Profiling
Aggregates and quantifies risk indicators from RootSecure products and third-party
systems, weighted based on the industry standard CVSS (Common Vulnerability
Scoring System), to generate a consolidated risk score tailored to your business needs
and to organize risks by type and priority

•

Informative, Flexible User Interface
Easy-to-use GUI lets IT and security professionals find the information they need in
rich charts, detailed logs, and functional visuals, and works on any device

Visibility into your cyber security
posture, including prioritized
threats and your overall cyber risk
score

•

Insight into your organization’s risk
trends and industry comparisons

•

Proactive Notifications and Alerts
High-risk events trigger notifications and alerts, ensuring attention is focused on the
most important risk management activities

Operational optimization by
giving you the insight you need to
prioritize your information security
and technology activities

Advanced Threat Data Analysis
Machine learning algorithms help separate high-priority signal from background
security noise; cohort analysis automatically classifies events, logs, and vulnerabilities;
anomaly detection flags deviations from normal network, system, and personnel
behavioral profiles
Actionable Reporting
Automated and exportable Executive Summary and Risk Assessment reports
summarize risk exposure in consumable, shareable format; custom reports let you
tailor the output to any technical level and stakeholder role
API Integration
Provides added visibility to SIEM and CRM systems
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RootSecure Reach: Comprehensive Vulnerability Scanning
RootSecure Reach arms you with actionable insight from continuous risk assessment of network vulnerabilities, gained by combining
external and onsite vulnerability scanning with log analysis.
With Reach, you can understand your cyber security posture and risk profile, make informed decisions, and meet your compliance
requirements.

Put Your Network to the Test

Reach continuously scans your network, cataloging your core infrastructure, equipment/peripherals, workstations, Internet of Things
(IoT) and personal (i.e., BYOD) devices—anything IP-connected—and looking for vulnerabilities resulting from misconfigurations,
outdated software, and other risk vectors. Reach can also take in logs from other equipment (e.g., firewalls), broadening your
visibility into other potential risks.
To ensure maximum insight, Reach leverages both open source and proprietary scanning engines, and an ongoing vulnerability feed
keeps Reach up-to-date automatically to detect the latest cyber threats with zero manual maintenance; all information is securely
transferred to the RootSecure Cloud for analysis, where you can explore the findings in your RootSecure Dashboard.

Reach provides crucial visibility
into external and internal
network vulnerabilities, letting
you:
•

Understand your cyber risk posture

•

Take informed, prioritized action to
reduce exposure

•

Meet industry compliance
requirements

Continuous Risk Scanning
Ongoing scans, rather than occasional or periodic ones, avoid risky delays in security
awareness by keeping constant watch
•

•
•
•

Multiple scanning engines: combines the industry’s best penetration and
vulnerability testing tools with proprietary sensors to put your network to the
ultimate test
External scanning: scans initiated from external sources examine your network’s
perimeter defense
Internal scanning: scans initiated from within your network see behind your
border defenses to catalog what an attacker would find
Configurable and customizable: users can define scanning schedules and
blacklists to accommodate specific needs
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Periodic penetration tests miss
things (e.g., devices that weren’t
on the network at the time) and
allow vulnerabilities to creep
in—unnoticed until the next
scan.
Continuous risk assessment is
more cost-effective and delivers
superior results.
RootSecure goes even further by
also quantifying and prioritizing
risks, so teams can focus their
efforts.

Proactive Risk Monitoring
Information provided by Reach is constantly analyzed in the RootSecure Cloud with
threat analysis, anomaly detection, and machine learning algorithms that proactively
alert you to new risks
Dynamic Asset Identification and Classification
Automatic and continuous mapping, profiling, and classification of your network
assets builds a comprehensive inventory (e.g., device class, operating system, software
versions, vulnerabilities, etc.) to enable risk assessment, action prioritization, and
anomaly detection; custom asset classification lets you precisely configure your
deployment
Log Consumption and Monitoring
Collect and analyze device logs; for instance, firewall logs let you monitor inbound and
outbound connections to detect unauthorized access and understand attack traffic
your firewall is successfully discarding
Automatic Updates
Software and vulnerability feeds update automatically, for zero-maintenance
management
Stateless Scanning and Secure Transfer
To maximize security, scanning results are not stored locally—they are securely
reported to the RootSecure Cloud and then removed from the local sensors
Deployment Flexibility
The on-premises sensor is quickly and easily deployed out-of-band as either a physical
appliance or virtual machine
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RootSecure Scout: Continuous, Host-Based Risk Assessment
RootSecure Scout extends visibility inside devices, with continuous host-based monitoring to reveal threats and user behavior that
put your organization at risk.

Device Risks, Revealed

With Scout, you gain authoritative, firsthand knowledge of exactly what is happening on your devices.
A host-based agent monitors hardware and software, system logs, peripheral activity, visible wireless networks, privilege escalations,
file modification history—and much more—to reveal risks that can only be detected through careful on-device observation. All
information is securely transferred to the RootSecure Cloud for analysis, where you can explore the findings in your RootSecure
Dashboard.
To let you take informed action, Scout makes sense of all this information by assigning risk levels based on the industry standard
CVSS (Common Vulnerability Scoring System), covering everything from audit information (i.e., no risk) and low importance error
messages, to extremely suspicious user behavior and severe attacks that require immediate intervention.
Over time, Scout helps to predict emerging risks by applying machine learning algorithms to contextual audit information that is
linked to observed threats. These predictive algorithms call attention to device and behavioral characteristics that are strong threat
indicators, so you can take proactive action before the risk fully appears.

Scout provides you with a more
complete understanding of your
cyber risk, by:
•

Extending visibility inside devices, to
see what’s invisible to Layer-2 and
Layer-3 network scans

•

Continuously monitoring an
enormous range of device
characteristics and behaviors

•

Predicting risks, to let you take
proactive intervention

Scout Agent
On-device software agent that continuously monitors logs, system, and user activity
to identify risk and build up a baseline of audit data that can be used in anomaly
detection and machine learning-enabled predictive algorithms; information and
system characteristics monitored span a wide range, and typically include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

User information and behaviors: track user identifier for logged-in users, monitor
successful and failed log-in attempts
Hardware components: create a list of all hardware components in use
Software components: create a list of all software that is installed
Software processes: monitor active processes
USB devices: identify device UUIDs and monitor usage, including storage and
peripherals
Wireless networks: create a list of all SSIDs observed and to which a device
connects
Network configuration and IP addressing: examine ARP table content, host
settings, external IP addresses, local DNS Server changes
Files: monitor privilege escalation, integrity, access history, change counter
Root SSL certificates: identify and monitor for changes
Rootkits: monitor for rootkits

Deployable on Windows (XP, 7, 8.1, 10), Mac, Linux, and FreeBSD, to cover the vast
majority of consumer, enterprise, and even Internet-of-Things devices; can be ‘pushed’
like any IT-approved software and can receive secure automatic updates
Proactive Risk Monitoring
Information provided by Scout is constantly analyzed in the RootSecure Cloud with
threat analysis, anomaly detection, and machine learning algorithms that proactively
alert you to new risks; risks are assigned a score based on the industry standard CVSS
(Common Vulnerability Scoring System)
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RootSecure Echo: Social Engineering Simulation
RootSecure Echo is a turnkey social engineering simulator that measures your organization’s susceptibility to human fallibility and
risky behavior.

Measure the Human Role in Cyber Risk

Even the best technology defenses can be bypassed if an employee unwittingly helps an attacker gain access, so understanding the
‘people’ element of cyber risk is a vital part of any complete risk management strategy.
Echo puts your people to the test and quantifies how vulnerable your organization is to social engineering attacks, both broad and
targeted.
Echo makes running simulated social engineering campaigns effortless through simple—but powerful—management and
configuration utilities that let you choose from templates and even add personalization. The results, which are easy to interpret, are
showcased in the RootSecure Dashboard and let you know exactly where you need to take action to lower your organization’s risk.
People Risk Score
Aggregate score (out of ten) indicating an organization’s risk due to the cyber behavior
of its personnel

Echo measures your
organization’s susceptibility to
social engineering attacks, by:

Email Phishing Simulation
Everything needed to test an organization’s resilience to phishing attacks by managing
simulated email phishing campaigns, including:

•

•
•
•
•

Target Groups: create target groups (e.g., executive team, sales people, support
staff, etc.) for focused campaigns
Sending Profiles: choose from existing sending profiles or create new ones
Email Templates: choose from existing templates or create new ones
Campaign Measurement: metrics that reveal the effectiveness of campaigns,
individually and in aggregate, by measuring email open and click-through rates
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Conducting ongoing campaigns
to catch people in moments of
weakness

•

Leveraging both broad and targeted
strategies

•

Letting you configure and customize
campaigns for maximum relevance
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The RootSecure Story
Customers of RootCellar Technologies, a Managed Services Provider (MSP) serving financial organizations, SMBs/SMEs, healthcare
providers, municipalities, and educational institutions, wanted continuous insight into cyber risks. Since no existing products
adequately met this need, the RootSecure Dashboard was developed as the answer; demand led to RootSecure launching as a
separate company in 2017.
RootSecure is staffed by a team of technology veterans with extensive cyber security experience and well-developed knowledge of
SMBs and SMEs across a range of sectors.
Since the RootSecure Dashboard and RootSecure Reach launched in late 2017, both have been adopted by more than 50 customers
and new products have introduced additional risk assessment capabilities.

Buying RootSecure
RootSecure’s products and services are available through our qualified partners; please visit our website or speak with a
representative for more information.

“We were in a position where there were a lot of dark corners in our network where
we didn’t really understand what was happening. We didn’t have the time or the
resources or even the tools to look into those dark corners...We’re much more
efficient in the use of our resources—time, people, and money—and our network and
our data is more secure.”
– David Boyle, City of Guelph

“Our biggest challenge was the inability to quantify our risk score within the
organization. RootSecure has enabled Guelph Hydro to do two things: one is to quantify
where we stand on the risk mitigation, and the other one is it exposes where our holes
are. Most of our employees are looking at this now as a game, but the end result is
making sure that Guelph Hydro is in a safe position.”
– Dan Amyot, Guelph Hydro

“Before purchasing RootSecure, we were just getting so much information from
so many sources that it’s just impossible for an organization of our size to be able
to navigate all the information that you get. One of the best things about using
RootSecure’s service was that it really focused the information on what offered value
to us.”
– Jeff Latimer, eSolutions Group

About RootSecure

Contact Us

RootSecure quantifies cyber and data risk, arming information technology and security
teams with actionable insight from continuous risk assessment of network, device, and
personnel vulnerabilities.

1244 Victoria St. N Unit H
Kitchener, ON N2B 3C9
Toll Free: 1 844 208 5900
info@rootsecure.com
rootsecure.com
@RootSecureHQ
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